
 

www.innovad-global.com 

Innovad® is a modern and dynamic company situated on the border between Belgium and 
Holland. We produce premixes and complementary feeds and specialty products for use 
in animal feed. 

Innovad® delivers a total package to the customer, including sourcing and formulation 
advice, production, documentation, registration and logistics. 

 Due to our growing activities, we are currently looking for:  

 

 

You will be part of our logistics team. Your duties will mainly consist of loading and 
unloading trucks. 

Together with your colleagues you rotate sufficiently so that the necessary variation in your 
tasks is guaranteed. Loading and unloading, filling out correct documents, formatting labels 
and sampling are among your responsibilities. Basic knowledge of PC and office package 
(word - excel) is recommended. 

You are our last link in the process before our products arrive at our customer’s, so you 
must have a great sense of responsibility. 

Profile: 

Essential are strong motivation, a good learning ability, 
communication, punctuality, safety, neatness and quality. 
 

• Knowledge of ADR / dangerous goods in general 

• You are able to work independently but you are a team player 

• You are eager to learn but you can also tolerate criticism and use it to work 
better  

• You are flexible in terms of job content and working hours 

• You have a valid forklift truck license and have sufficient forklift experience 

• You can communicate fluently and understand instructions in Dutch 

• Experience in logistics is a must. Especially when it comes to loading and 
unloading trucks and containers 

• You will be active in the food industry, where order, cleanliness and 
structure are very important 

 

Offer: 

Early start date, career opportunities, competitive salary 
and meal vouchers, ADV - days. 

WAREHOUSE WORKER 

To apply, send your CV to Ellen Baeyens 

HR Officer: E.Baeyens@innovad-global.com or Postbaan 69 - 2910 Essen 


